一、聽力測驗（共10題14%）
I. Picture 共2題 2%

Listen to the questions. Then choose the best answer according to the picture.

1. ________  2. ________

II. Best Response 共4題 4%

Choose the best response to each question or statement.

3. A. You are easily tempted.
   B. You are very practical.
   C. You are quite stingy.
   D. You are a little skeptical.

4. A. Everyone was looking at the statue.
   B. Everyone was pushing and shoving.
   C. Everyone was fighting against each other.
   D. Everyone was enjoying a big feast.

5. A. Did he eat a lot?
   B. Did he meet a girl?
   C. Did he like the movie?
   D. Did he buy anything?

6. A. You can’t see it?
   B. You don’t want it?
   C. You can’t read it?
   D. You don’t like it?

III. Short Conversations 共2題 4%

Listen to the conversations. Then answer the questions.

7. A. Stop coming for a visit.
   B. Notify her before she comes.
   C. Visit her house more often.
   D. Bring her some nice gifts.

8. A. They will legally receive Derek’s property.
   B. They are Derek’s parents who have died.
   C. They will write a book about Derek’s life.
   D. They are Derek’s research assistants.

IV. Short Talk 共2題 4%

Listen to the talk. Then choose the best answer to each question.

9. A. Open all your windows.
   B. Clean your water first.
   C. Remove things that block drains.
   D. Run outdoors with an umbrella.

10. A. Because the rain will be too heavy.
    B. Because it might take time to put out the fire.
    C. Because you will be thirsty from the cleanup.
    D. Because disease could spread if it’s not clean.

二、綜合測驗（25%）（每題1分，共25分）

(A) The research conducted by the California Environmental Protection Agency was the most extensive look at the garbage patch. The bobbing debris field, currents swirl everything into one soupy mess, was discovered in the mid-1990s. The garbage patch is now emerging a major international environmental concern. do its plastics pose a potential chemical threat, but birds, see turtles and other marine life die when they eat or become in floating plastic. Invasive species crabs, barnacles and other marine life also can attach themselves it and float across the globe. It’s hard to imagine the ocean will be like in another 30 years if immediate action is not taken.

11. (A) what  (B) when (C) where (D) which
12. (A) for (B) as (C) with (D) of
13. (A) Unless (B) By all means (C) Seldom (D) Not only
14. (A) clogged (B) polished (C) entangled (D) strolled
15. (A) without (B) such as (C) alike (D) inclusive
16. (A) for (B) as (C) to (D) of
17. (A) what (B) how (C) which (D) whether
The gymnasium of Gong Jheng Elementary School became notorious after a documentary about seven young gymnasts from the school was shot to fame in 2005. The film, entitled *Jump! Boys*, a local box office hit as well as won the best documentary award at the 2005 Taipei Golden Horse Film Festival. The team from Gong Jheng Elementary School, more than 10 other teams, won the most gold medals at the National Gymnastics Championships. retaining the title of the best boys' team over the next two years, the boys proved that their victories were not luck.

According to the father of one boy on the team, it's very good for them to learn to face challenges and pressure at such an early age. the training, he hopes his son will grow into an adult who won't be from moving along at moments of depression and sorrow.

---

In the second paragraph of the essay *True Nobility*, the author pointed out that "bereavements and blessings, one following another, make us sad and blessed by turns. Even death itself makes life more loving." Personally, I think it wise of the author to say so. Well, in the lifelong journey, it is inevitable for us to experience sorrow and loss. What will the moments of darkness is appreciation of the duality of life, makes for the beauty of our existence and the world. After all, the darkness of the night, it would be impossible to see how brightly the stars shine in the sky, without the bitterness of sorrow, appreciating the sweetness of joy would be difficult.

---

For the growing number of international students in the States, adjusting themselves to life in a foreign country is a hard process. Two major difficulties they encounter are the language and emotional frustration. Always having to face cultural differences and social isolation, many international students might even be frustrated falling into an emotional crash.

One way to avoid being overcome by it is to look at it as a chance to learn and grow. For instance, living in the dormitory will be an interesting experience that most freshmen go through. Things can get pretty crazy. Many small things in daily life that are considered impolite in one's own culture might not even matter to the natives. It takes time and wisdom to cope with it. But the good news is that one can always learn how to communicate with them about his or her true feelings. Chances are that they will learn to respect the new-comer as well as his or her culture.

---

36. What did Sounder’s master do for a living? (A) He was a butcher and ham dealer. (B) He was a sharecropper for a white man. (C) He was a professional trainer for hunting dogs. (D) He washed the pillowcase and sheets for the people who lived in the big house.

37. Why would the boy rather listen to his mother singing or telling stories than listen to her humming? (A) Her voice often cracked when she hummed. (B) Whenever she hummed, it took away night loneliness. (C) She seemed to be worried or concerned when she hummed. (D) She was good at telling adventure stories, which he was quite interested in.
38. Why didn’t the elder boy attend school?
   (A) He took no interest in reading or studying.
   (B) His parents didn’t allow him to because it was too expensive.
   (C) To get to school, he had to walk eight miles each way, even in cold winter.
   (D) He had to take care of the younger children at home.

39. The stranger was suggesting that _____ by saying that the boy’s father “gonna wear
nothing but stripes pretty soon.”
   (A) the boy’s father would be put to jail
   (B) the boy’s father’s clothes were worn out and should be replaced with new ones
   (C) the boy’s father looked more decent in stripes
   (D) the boy’s father had no taste in clothing

40. The boy decided to keep the half of Sounder’s ear he found because _____.
   (A) he wanted to keep it as something to remember the dog by
   (B) he wished to give it back to Sounder and heal the dog’s wound by himself
   (C) he would put it under his pillow and make a wish that Sounder wasn’t dead
   (D) he was afraid that the younger children might be frightened if they saw it

Part B 配合題（每題 1 分，共 5%）
(Choose the item from A to E which best matches each of the following
descriptions in passages from 41 to 45.)

(A) The lid of the kettle on the stove
(B) The half of Sounder’s ear
(C) Sounder’s voice
(D) The shavings of the oak slab
(E) The loneliness in the cabin

41. “It came out of the chest cavity and broad jaws as though it had bounced off the walls of a
cave. It mellowed into half-echo before it touched the air.”

42. “…as it bounced up and down, breaking the rhythm of the bubbles that went lob, lob, lob
on the surface of the fast-boiling pot

43. “One edge of it was bloody, and jagged like the edge of a broken windowpane.”

44. “It made the boy’s tongue heavy. It pressed against his eyes, and they burned. It rolled
against his ears.”

45. “…they made a great mystery for the boy: The curled ones straitened out as they burned,
but the straight ones curled up.”

Part C  Choice (每題 1 分，共 5%)
(Choose the best answer for each blank.)

46. Feeling _____ to finish writing an article before the deadline may sometimes lead to
writer’s block.
   (A) constrained  (B) rattled  (C) mingled  (D) scratched

47. Many _____ unimportant decisions we make can have a huge impact on our lives.
   (A) narrowly  (B) intensely  (C) annually  (D) seemingly

48. Toward the end of each year, we can feel a happy and festive atmosphere _____ the air
just about everywhere.
   (A) bring in  (B) lag behind  (C) filled up  (D) go beyond

49. His place is in a complete mess with shoes and socks _____ around in the house.
   (A) specified  (B) scattered  (C) leased  (D) pondered

50. It has been raining for five _____ days! How I wish that the rain could stop soon!
   (A) scarce  (B) lifelike  (C) successive  (D) epidemic

四、文意選填（每題 1 分，共 10%）
In the distant past, eastern culture, the Chinese culture, 51._____, was once considered
strange, exotic and even a little mysterious by most westerners. Nevertheless, 52._____ more
and more frequent interaction between the two cultures, things have changed greatly.
Recently, an increasing number of westerners are starting to embrace Eastern cultures,
53._____ food, practices, and beliefs. Take my American neighbors, George and Mary, for
example. They are a newly-wed couple from the United States. who seem to 54._____
the Chinese culture. When they were trying to decorate their new apartment, they were 55._____
by the Chinese interior designer and decided to take Feng Shui into consideration. To further
56._____ themselves to the Chinese culture, the two of them go to the park every morning
and learn to play tai chi chuan with a local master. According to them, they are fascinated by
the idea of tai chi, an invisible energy that is 57._____ essential importance to Chinese
medicine. To 58._____ good health, they make it a habit to drink herbal tea. What’s more
interesting, they don’t even mind trying acupuncture, which they believe to be more effective
in treating certain 59._____ diseases. For them, it is just 60._____.

A. chronic  B. convinced  C. a piece of cake  D. have a crush on  E. including
AB. in particular  AC. of  AD. ensure  BC. adapt  BD. with
If you are interested in making a documentary, the following tips can certainly help you to get the ball rolling.

First, do some research. The Internet and the library are ideal sources to find needed information. Also, talk to people who know about or are interested in your subject. Once you have a general topic you are interested in, try to narrow it down by figuring out what specifically interests you. For example, if you are interested in cars, narrow down a documentary about cars to one about a group of people who work on classic cars. A number of things that you might include in your documentary would be: interviews, recordings of events as they happen, pictures, drawings and/or documents (If you decide to use other people's work in your piece, such as videos, pictures or sound recordings, you must be sure to get permission to use them before you add them to your documentary.)

Second, interview people. Get interviews from people who have knowledge of or are interested in your topic. If you get many interviews you will have a more diverse and interesting piece. Be sure to take notes and film the interview. Let's get back to a car example. Let's say the topic for the documentary is "The History of Cars". You might want to interview your grandfather about basic car stuff. Then, look for people with specific knowledge about the history of automobiles and interview them.

Third, organize all the parts in an order that is interesting and fun, but that will also make sense to the viewers. In our car history example, we would start off with who built the first automobile and what that car looked like, people's reaction to automobiles at that time. Then, we would go through the changes to automobiles and people's attitudes about them through time to the present day. The end of the piece might be something that ties the information together in an interesting way, or a great comment from an interview. Remember, the story is what is interesting, not dates or rote facts.

Finally, show your movie to others. Make sure you ask them to review your movie and give you some critique. According to what they tell you, go back to editing and fix what needs to be fixed, even if that means reshooting footage or adding new scenes. After you edit the piece, repeat reviewing process, and if the reviews are positive, distribute your film.

61. According to the tips on making a documentary, which of the following may not be a suitable topic for one single documentary?
   (A) Volunteers at a certain local hospital.
   (B) Profiles of people of all walks of lives.
   (C) How the pupils in a remote village travel a long distance for schooling.
   (D) The process of a small rural town being transformed into a modern city.

62. What's the main purpose of showing the documentary film to others in the first place?
   (A) To get a sense of achievement by showing it off to others.
   (B) To prove to others that you have the competence in making a documentary film.
   (C) To put a final end to the torturing job of shooting a documentary film.
   (D) To gather viewers’ opinions as references for fixing the film to make it better.

63. Which of the following suggestions should you keep in mind if you want to make a documentary of you own?
   (A) To make the interviewees talk or act more naturally, avoid filming the interviews.
   (B) Try to provide facts and detailed statistics rather than personal stories so as to make it more convincing.
   (C) To keep the originality of the film, don’t make any change, even a slightest one, to the work once it is finished.
   (D) To enrich the content of the film, getting more interviews is an ideal solution.
六、文意字彙（每題1分，共10%）
64. To beat, abuse, or ill-treat an animal is to commit a crime against h____y.
65. It is common for parents to ground their children as a p____ for their misbehavior.
66. “A good medicine tastes b____r,” is an old saying widely used in our daily conversation.
67. To withdraw money from an ATM machine, the first step is to i____ your card into the slot.
68. Our education s____m has been strongly criticized for its failures to address the needs of Taiwan’s rapidly changing society.
69. With organic farming entering the m____ m, organic products are sold at higher prices than food grown by traditional methods.
70. Being a far-sighted and a____ s enterpriser, he plans to expand his business and open a hundred branches around the globe in five years.
71. The exquisite old wooden chair he bought in the auction is actually a valuable piece of antique f____e from ancient times as early as the Chin Dynasty.
72. Students in our school are encouraged to exercise self-control and d____e so as to gain personal autonomy and social responsibility in the future.
73. How do young people enhance their abilities to survive in such a highly c____e society, where large numbers of applicants have to fight desperately for limited job opportunities?

七、克漏式翻譯（每題3分，共15%）
下面一段短文中有五處係以中文呈現，請利用上下文線索（例如單字、片語等）將其譯成正確、通順、達意且前後連貫的英文，並將答案寫在「答案卷」上題號相對應的空格中。

74. 不用說，學生的首要任務之一就是努力讀書。但是依我之見，要成為英雄並不一定要是天才。事實上，在學業表現上比他人優秀，不應該是我們學生的唯一目標。對我來說，只要每一天都有____些许進步，本身就是不凡的成就；此外，樂意幫助有需要的人以及不再____重蹈覆轍的決心，同樣都可以對我們的人生產生重大影響。畢竟，____人格比才華，更能影響我們的人生。

75. one of a student’s priorities is to study hard. But in my opinion, one doesn’t need to be a genius to be a hero. As a matter of fact, being ____ in academic performance should not be the only goal for us students. For me, just to ____ every single day is an outstanding achievement in itself. On top of that, the willingness to help those in need and the determination not to ____ can both make a great difference to our lives. After all, it is not ____ that has a great influence our lives.